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Mini Station

FAST FACTS 
Insulated Mini Stations hold food cold where you need it 
with exclusive 1/9-size jars that are 6" deep and hold 60 oz, 
almost twice as much as standard 4" deep pans for more 
toppings in the same footprint.

APPLICATIONS 
• Keep toppings cold for breakfast bars or dessert stations

• Hold cocktail garnish close by, stocked and cool

• Need more options? See the Mini Station Creation Guide on 
page 37 of our online catalog to create your own combo

DETAILS 
• Keep up to (4) toppings cold and stored where you need 

them with modular Mini Stations

• Clear plastic hinged lid allows for quick product identification

Mini Station with Spoons

STAY ORGANIZED AND STREAMLINE SERVICE WITH SQUEEZE BOTTLE HOLDERS 
SERVER-PRODUCTS.COM | 800.558.8722 | 262.628.5600

order amt model/item description capacity dimensions H x W x D open height weight

MB-4 87480 4-jar mini station 1.9 qt 9 9/16" x 18 1/8" x 8 1/4" 10 11/16" 10 lb

Keep food cold up to (4) 
hours between changeouts 
with ice packs (100515) or ice

MINI STATION WITH SPOONS, MODEL: MB-4
Server Mini Stations are constructed of an insulated 
base with stainless steel housing, are for countertop use. 
Models include appropriate number of 6" deep, black 
plastic 1/9-size jars, clear plastic hinged lids and  
1/2 oz clear plastic spoons. Stations can be iced or accept 
Universal Ice Packs (100515 - sold separately); MB-4 
accepts two. NSF listed. Two-year warranty.

order amt model/item description

87202 1/9-size jar, 3 1/2", 41 oz, black plastic

87203 1/9-size jar, 6", 60 oz, black plastic

85156 1/2 oz clear plastic spoon

100515 Universal Ice Pack
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